SECTION III: USA BASKETBALL MINOR ATHLETE ABUSE
PREVENTION POLICIES
The following policies are required by federal law and the U.S. Center for SafeSport.
USA Basketball has established these minor athlete abuse prevention policies to protect
minor athletes participating in our programs and limit one-on-one interactions, as set
forth in federal law.
These polices shall, at a minimum, be applicable to USA Basketball’s National Team
Programs comprised of minor athletes and are strongly suggested for use and inclusion
at Youth & Sport Development Events (e.g. Open Court) and adoption by USA
Basketball’s organizational members and coach licensees. These policies are designed
to be used in conjunction with USA Basketball’s Policies regarding Locker Rooms,
Social Media, Mobile and Electronic Communications and Travel; however, these minor
athlete abuse prevention policies shall govern in the event of a material conflict.
Information regarding education and training for Minor Athletes can be found in Section
V: Education and Awareness Training.
Terminology specifically applicable to the policies found in this section include:
1. Electronic Communication: A general term that embraces all forms of computermediated communication by which individuals may exchange messages, files,
photos or like items electronically, either individually or in groups.
a. Methods, Mediums and Examples of Electronic Communication:
i. Facebook, Blogs and Similar Sites
ii. Twitter, Instagram, Instant Messaging, and Similar Media
iii. Email and Similar Electronic Communications
iv. Text Messages, WhatsApp, and Similar Methods of Electronic
Communications
2. Jurisdiction: For these purposes shall mean under USA Basketball’s authority or
control. When referencing a facility under USA Basketball’s jurisdiction, it shall
mean a facility owned or leased by USAB and/or any facility that provides USA
Basketball the exclusive ability to control or restrict access or entry.
3. Minor Athlete: A USAB Athlete as defined in this handbook or other USA
Basketball governing documents who is under the age of eighteen (18). This
definition shall also include an amateur athlete, as defined under federal law,
who participates in USA Basketball’s National Team programs or activities.
4. Participating Adult: Any individual over the age of eighteen (18), under the
jurisdiction of and authorized by USA Basketball to have regular contact with or
authority over a minor athlete and includes without limitation USA Basketball
Staff and Board Members. Under limited circumstances, most often when a
USAB Athlete a participating adult may include a USAB Athlete. Most often a
USAB Athlete will also be deemed a Participating Adult when he or she is above
the age of eighteen and member of the same team as a Minor Athlete.
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5. Regular contact with minors or Minor Athletes:
a. Recurring, repeated or periodic contact between a participating adult and
a Minor Athlete(s); OR
b. A participating adult with supervisory or decision-making authority over an
individual who has recurring, repeated or periodic contact with a Minor
Athlete(s).
Minor Athletes Who Become Adult Athletes
With the exception of USAB Athletes who are members of the same team, Minor
Athletes who reach the age of majority (i.e. 18 years of age) must adhere to the policies
found in this Section, USA Basketball Minor Athlete Abuse Prevention Policies, when
interacting with Minor Athletes who are fourteen (14) years of age or younger.
Minor Athletes who reach the age of majority and then obtain a position of authority that
presents a power imbalance, such as becoming a coach or official, must also comply
with these prevention policies regardless of the age of the Minor Athletes with whom
they will interact.
However, Minor Athletes who reach the age of majority and are members of the same
team as Minor Athletes must complete Core Center for SafeSport training on or before
their eighteenth birthday (18th) to comply with the Education and Training requirements
contained in this Handbook, federal staute and the U.S. Center for SafeSport policy.
USA Basketball Minor Athlete Abuse Prevention Policies
1. One-on-One Interactions
2. Massages, Rubdowns and Athletic Training Modalities
3. Locker Rooms and Changing areas
4. Social Media and Electronic Communications
5. Local Travel
6. Team Travel
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ONE-ON-ONE INTERACTIONS
The majority of child sexual abuse is perpetrated in isolated, one-on-one situations. By
reducing such interactions between children and adults, the risk of child abuse can be
reduced. However, USA Basketball recognizes that one-on-one time with a trusted adult
is also a healthy and valuable part of participation in sport. Policies concerning one-onone interactions protect minor athletes while allowing for beneficial relationships to
thrive.
Regular contact with Minor Athletes shall be defined as:
1. Recurring, repeated, or periodic contact between an adult and minor(s); OR
2. A person with supervisory or decision-making authority over an adult who has
recurring, repeated or periodic contact with minor(s).
Application
This policy shall apply to the following individuals:
1. Participating Adults at a facility under the jurisdiction of USA Basketball
2. An adult authorized by USA Basketball to have regular contact with or authority
over a Minor Athlete, which shall include without limitation:
a. National Team Coaches
b. National Team Support Staff
c. National Team Volunteers
d. Those acting as chaperones for Minor Athletes
e. Medical Staff
f. Event Staff
g. Contractors and/or Vendors who have regular contact with Minor Athletes
3. USA Basketball Staff and Board Members
Collectively, “Applicable Adult” for the purposes of this policy.
Minor Athletes who become adults (i.e. turn 18 years of age) and are not in a position of
authority that presents a power imbalance, are not subject to this policy when
interacting with USAB Athletes who are members of the same team.
Observable and Interruptible
1. One-on-one interactions between a Minor Athlete and an Applicable Adult, who is
not the Minor Athlete’s parent or legal guardian, are only permitted if the
interaction occurs at an observable and interruptible distance by another adult,
preferably an Applicable Adult.
2. Isolated, one-one-one interactions between a Minor Athlete and an Applicable
Adult who is not the Minor Athlete’s parent or legal guardian, are expressly
prohibited, except under emergency circumstances or as otherwise described in
this policy.
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Meetings
Meetings between Applicable Adults and Minor Athletes should only occur if another
adult is present, except under emergency circumstances. Such meetings must occur
where interactions can be easily observed and at an interruptible distance from another
adult.
If a one-on-one meeting takes place in an office, the door to the office must remain
unlocked and open. If available, meetings should occur in an office with windows, and
the windows, blinds, and or/curtains must remain open for the duration of the meeting.
A closed-door meeting may be permitted to protect patient privacy if a mental health
care professional or healthcare provider meets with Minor Athletes at a facility under the
jurisdiction of USA Basketball, only under the following conditions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The door must remain unlocked
Another adult must be present at the facility
The other adult must be advised that a closed-door meeting is occurring, and
Written consent by the minor athlete’s parent or legal guardian must be obtained
by the mental health care professional and provided to USA Basketball, prior to
the provision of services.

It is strongly encouraged that the name and contact information of the other Applicable
Adult be provided to the Minor Athlete and their Parent or Legal Guardian, when a
closed-door meeting with a mental healthcare professional or healthcare provider
occurs.
Individual training session between Applicable Adults and Minor Athletes at a facility
under the jurisdiction and control of USA Basketball are only permitted if the training
session is observable and interruptible by another adult.
The Applicable Adult performing the individual training session must obtain the written
permission of the minor athlete’s parent or legal guardian prior to the individual training
session. Permission for individual training sessions at a facility under the jurisdiction of
USA Basketball shall be obtained at least every six (6) months.
The Applicable Adult must provide a copy of any written permission obtained to USA
Basketball upon request. Written permission should, at a minimum, contain the date the
permission was granted, the name of the Minor Athlete, Names of the Minor Athlete’s
Parents or Legal Guardians, location where the individual training session is to occur,
and clear assent to the training session by the Parent or Guardian.
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Parents, guardians and other caretakers must also be allowed to observe the training
session. Prevention of a parent’s or guardian’s ability to observe an individual training
session is expressly prohibited and shall constitute a violation of this policy.
Monitoring
USA Basketball will make every reasonable effort to monitor one-on-one interactions
between Applicable Adults and Minor Athletes that occur at facilities under our
jurisdiction. Monitoring includes knowing that the one-on-one interaction is occurring,
the approximate planned duration of the interaction, and observations of the one-on-one
interaction performed at random.
One-on-one interactions between Applicable Adults and Minor Athletes in settings
outside of USA Basketball’s programs that are not observable and interruptible (e.g.
invitations to one’s home) are strongly discouraged. However, consent from the Minor
Athlete’s parent or legal guardian should be obtained for each one-on-one interaction
that occurs out-of-program.
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MASSAGES, RUBDOWNS AND ATHLETIC MODALTIES
Application
This policy shall apply to the following individuals:
1. Participating Adults at a facility under the jurisdiction of USA Basketball
2. An adult authorized by USA Basketball to have regular contact with or authority
over a Minor Athlete, which shall include without limitation:
a. National Team Coaches
b. National Team Support Staff
c. National Team Volunteers
d. Those acting as chaperones for Minor Athletes
e. Medical Staff
f. Event Staff
g. Contractors and/or Vendors who have regular contact with Minor Athletes
3. USA Basketball Staff and Board Members
Collectively, “Applicable Adult” for the purposes of this policy.
Massages and Rubdowns
Any massage or rubdown of a Minor Athlete must be conducted in an open and
interruptible location and with at least one other adult, preferably an Applicable Adult,
present. Massages or rubdowns of a Minor Athlete with only the Minor Athlete and the
performing the massage or rubdown present is expressly prohibited and will constitute a
violation of this policy.
For clarity, this policy is applicable to massages and/or rubdowns performed at or in
conjunction with a USA Basketball authorized, organized and/or directed training event
or competition, or a facility under the jurisdiction of USA Basketball. A massage or
rubdown performed in conjunction with a USA Basketball competition may include a
massage performed in a de facto training room (i.e. hotel room used as a training
facility) at the Team’s hotel.
Athletic Training and Therapeutic Modalities
The provision of any athletic training or therapeutic modality should be made in
accordance with the standards of acceptable care for the respective medical
professional’s area of practice (e.g. doctor, physician assistant, athletic trainer,
massage therapist, etc.). Every effort should be made to maintain the confidentiality of
the Minor Athlete’s health information while providing care that does not exacerbate the
likelihood of isolated one-on-one interactions with Minor Athletes. For example, icing
and taping near the intimate areas of the body (i.e. groin or genitals) should not be
performed with only the athlete and the professional in the room.
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USA Basketball understands that the provision of athletic training and therapeutic
modalities may invoke some requirements for patient privacy. However, the provision of
any athletic training or therapeutic modality to a Minor Athlete performed at or in
conjunction with a USA Basketball authorized, organized and/or directed training event
or competition should be performed at an observable and interruptible distance and with
at least one other adult present. While an Applicable Adult is preferred, the presence of
the Minor Athlete’s parent or legal guardian shall fulfill the requirements of this
provision.
USA Basketball acknowledges that emergency circumstances involving a Minor Athlete
may prevent the provision of athletic training or therapeutic modalities from occurring at
an observable or interruptible distance or in the presence of an Applicable Adult. Under
those limited circumstances, this policy may not apply. However, the determination as to
what constitutes an emergency circumstance may be subject to review by USA
Basketball in its sole discretion.
Consent
Where possible, written consent by a Minor Athlete’s parent or legal guardian shall be
obtained before the provision of a massage or rubdown to a minor athlete.
A Minor Athlete’s parent(s) or legal guardian(s) must be permitted to be in the room as
an observer. Refusal by the to allow the parent or legal guardian to serve as an
observer will constitute a violation of this policy.
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LOCKER ROOMS AND CHANGING AREAS
Athletes, especially minor athletes, are particularly vulnerable in locker rooms and
changing areas due to various stages of dress or undress and because athletes are
less supervised than at many other times. Athlete-to-athlete problems, such as child
sexual abuse and bullying, harassment, and hazing, often occur when coaches or staff
members are not monitoring athletes. This is especially true in locker rooms. Adherence
to locker room and changing policies enhances privacy and reduces the likelihood of
misconduct.
As a part of USA Basketball’s commitment to safety, USAB has provided this policy to
address locker room activities between minors, minors and adults, adults being alone
with individual minors in locker rooms and changing areas, unapproved or non-related
adults having unsupervised access to minor athletes and inappropriate behavior among
adults and minor athletes alike in locker rooms, rest rooms and changing areas.
Application
This policy shall apply to the following individuals:
1. Participating Adults at a facility under the jurisdiction of USA Basketball
2. An adult authorized by USA Basketball to have regular contact with or authority
over a Minor Athlete, which shall include without limitation:
a. National Team Coaches
b. National Team Support Staff
c. National Team Volunteers
d. Those acting as chaperones for Minor Athletes
e. Medical Staff
f. Event Staff
g. Contractors and/or Vendors who have regular contact with Minor Athletes
3. USA Basketball Staff and Board Members
Collectively, “Applicable Adult” for the purposes of this policy.
Use of Recording Devices
Still cameras, video cameras, and the use of any device’s, (including a cell phone’s)
recording capabilities, in locker rooms, changing areas, or similar spaces at a facility
under USA Basketball’s jurisdiction is expressly prohibited. Recording capabilities shall
include voice recording and recording of images or video using the device’s native
capabilities (e.g. photo function) or via other methods like social media applications.
See also, Social Media and Electronic Communications Policy in this Section.
Exceptions may be made for media and championship celebrations, provided that such
exceptions are approved by USA Basketball and two or more Applicable Adults are
present.
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Undress
Under no circumstances shall any unrelated Applicable Adult at a facility under USA
Basketball’s jurisdiction intentionally expose his or her breasts, buttocks, groin, or
genitals to a Minor Athlete.
Meetings and Isolated One-on-One Interactions
Meetings between a Minor Athlete and a coach or other Applicable Adult in a locker
room or changing facility are expressly prohibited unless the meeting occurs in the
presence of another Applciable Adult and/or the Minor Athlete’s parent or legal
guardian.
Except for Athletes on the same team, at no time are Unrelated Applicable Adults
permitted to be alone with a Minor Athlete in a locker room, changing area or similar
space when at a facility under USA Basketball’s jurisdiction, except under emergency
circumstances.
If USA Basketball is using a facility that only provides access to a single set of locker
rooms or changing facilities, then USA Basketball will designate specific times for use
by Applicable Adults, if any.
Monitoring
USA Basketball Staff shall designate a monitor or monitors, to both regularly and
randomly monitor the use of locker rooms, rest rooms, and changing areas at facilities
under USA Basketball’s jurisdiction to ensure compliance with these policies
Applicable Adults should make every effort to recognize when a Minor Athlete goes to
the locker room or changing area during practice and competition, and if they do not
return in a timely fashion, should check on the athlete’s whereabouts.
Non-Exclusive Facility
If USA Basketball uses a facility not under its jurisdiction (e.g. for training, competition,
or similar events) and the facility is used by multiple organizations or people unaffiliated
with USAB, adults authorized by USA Basketball to have regular contact with or
authority over an amateur athlete who is a minor, and USA Basketball Staff and Board
Members, are nonetheless required to adhere to the rules set forth in this policy.
Additionally, USA Basketball will make every effort to conduct a scan of the physical
space it is using and determine if/which areas require additional adult supervision and
provide additional supervision at times where it is deemed necessary to ensure the
safety of USA Basketball’s participants.
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Parents and Legal Guardians
Parents and legal guardians are discouraged from entering locker rooms and changing
areas unless it is truly necessary. In those instances, it should only be a same-sex
parent or guardian. If this is necessary, parents or guardians should let a coach or other
USA Basketball National Team Staff Member know before entering the locker room or
changing area.
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SOCIAL MEDIA & ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS
Effective communication concerning participation, competition, and travel, among other
things, between USA Basketball staff, coaches, athletes and their families is critical to
creating a cohesive, productive and ultimately a safe environment for all participants.
However, the use of mobile devices, web-based applications, social media and other
forms of electronic communications may provide unsupervised access to a Minor
Athlete. This policy sets forth the criteria for social media and use of electronic
communications between Minor Athletes and Applicable Adults. Adherence to this
policy helps to reduce the risks associated with misconduct and the improper use of
social media and electronic communications.
Application
This policy shall apply to the following individuals who shall be known collectively as
“Applicable Adult” or “Applicable Adults”:
1. A Participating Adult authorized by USA Basketball to have regular contact with
or authority over Minor Athlete, which shall include without limitation:
a. National Team Coaches
b. National Team Support Staff
c. National Team Volunteers
d. Those acting as chaperones for Minor Athletes
e. Medical Staff
f. Event Staff
g. Contractors and/or Vendors who have regular contact with Minor Athletes
2. USA Basketball Staff and Board Members
Content
All electronic communication originating from an Applicable Adult to Minor Athletes must
be professional in nature. Professional communication between Applicable Adults and
amateur athletes is subjective and depends on the facts and circumstances, however,
professional communication is generally limited to information submitted for the purpose
communicating information about team activities or team-oriented motivational
purposes.
Any electronic communication between Applicable Adults and Minor Athletes must be
observant of healthy and appropriate boundaries. The dissemination of sexually explicit,
offensive or otherwise inappropriate communications is expressly prohibited and could
be deemed a violation of USA Basketball and the U.S. Center for SafeSport’s policies
governing misconduct.
As with any communication, the content of any electronic communication should be
readily available to share with the Minor Athlete’s family, USA Basketball, or an affiliate
organization (i.e. USOC).
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Open and Transparent
If an Applicable Adult with authority over Minor Athletes needs to communicate directly
with a Minor Athlete via any form of electronic communication, another Applicable Adult
and/or the minor’s parent or legal guardian must be copied.
If a Minor Athlete communicates to the Applicable Adult, with authority over the Minor
Athlete privately first, the Applicable Adult should respond to the Minor Athlete and copy
(i.e. cc) another Participating Adult and/or the Minor Athlete’s parent(s) or legal
guardian(s).
Communication submitted electronically to a team comprised of Minor Athletes by USA
Basketball or an Applicable Adult, shall also include one or more additional Participating
Adults.
Minor Athletes may “friend” USA Basketball’s Official Pages on any electronic medium
(e.g. Instagram, Facebook). However, Applicable Adults should generally refrain from
accepting “friend requests” or “follow requests” from Minor Athletes.
Prohibited Electronic Communications
Private electronic communications between Applicable Adults and Minor Athletes are
express prohibited, except under emergency circumstances.
Private electronic communications may include but are not limited to direct messages,
email, or text messages between an Applicable Adult and Minor Athlete via any
electronic medium. For the avoidance of doubt, private communications shall mean any
electronic communication that contains one or more Minor Athletes and only one (1)
Applicable Adult.
Where possible, electronic communication in accordance with this policy should be
conducted during business hours, with additional consideration given to the recipient’s
time zone.
Requests to Copy or Discontinue
Parents or legal guardians of Minor Athletes may request in writing (email sufficient)
prior to the start of any USA Basketball event, training camp, or competition that the
Minor Athlete is designated to participate, that the Minor Athlete’s parent or legal
guardian be copied on any electronic communication.
At any time, the parent(s) or legal guardian(s) of a Minor Athlete, may request in writing
(email sufficient) that the Minor Athlete not be contacted through any form of electronic
communication by USA Basketball or by USA Basketball’s Applicable Adults, subject to
this policy.
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USA Basketball shall abide by any such request by a Minor Athlete’s parent or legal
guardian regarding contact via electronic communication, absent emergency
circumstances.
USA Basketball shall inform the Minor Athlete’s parent(s) or legal guardian(s), at a
reasonable time thereafter, if emergency circumstances arise which required
communication with the Minor Athlete. Information provided to the Minor Athlete’s
parent(s) or legal guardian(s) shall include the emergency circumstances which
prompted the communication and the contents of the communication, so long as it is not
privileged and does not pose a significant security risk.
USA Basketball shall honor the request of any parent or legal guardian of a Minor
Athlete to be excluded from inclusion on electronic communications from USA
Basketball or an Applicable adult to their Minor Athlete. However, USA Basketball may
waive this obligation under emergency or exigent circumstances as determined by USA
Basketball in its sole discretion.
Misconduct
USA Basketball acknowledges that social media and electronic communications can be
used to commit misconduct which is prohibited by USA Basketball’s policies (e.g.,
emotional, sexual, bullying, harassment, and hazing). Such communications by
Covered Individuals, Participating Adults, officials, parents or Minor Athletes will not be
tolerated and may be considered violations of our Handbook.
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LOCAL TRAVEL
Local travel consists of travel to training, practice and competition that occurs locally
and does not include coordinated overnight stay(s). Typically, USA Basketball does not
participate in Local Travel, which is generally contemplated for those National
Governing Bodies (NGBs) that have local affiliate organizations (LAOs); however, use
of this policy is strongly suggested for USA Basketball National Member Organizations
who follow a similar organizational model.
Application
This policy shall apply to the following individuals who shall be known collectively as an
“Applicable Adult” or “Applicable Adults”:
1. An adult authorized by USA Basketball to have regular contact with or authority
over a Minor Athlete, which shall include without limitation:
a. National Team Coaches
b. National Team Support Staff
c. National Team Volunteers
d. Those acting as chaperones for Minor Athletes
e. Medical Staff
f. Event Staff
g. Contractors and/or Vendors who have regular contact with Minor Athletes
2. USA Basketball Staff and Board Members
Transportation
Absent emergency circumstances, Applicable Adults who are not also acting as a
parent or legal guardian, may not drive alone with an unrelated Minor Athlete and
should only drive with at least two other Minor Athletes or another adult, preferably an
Applicable Adult, unless otherwise agreed to in writing by the Minor Athlete’s parent or
legal guardian in advance of each local travel.
Applicable Adults who travel with USA Basketball teams must successfully pass a
criminal background check and comply with all other applicable USA Basketball rules,
policies, and procedures.
Parents and legal guardians are strongly encouraged to receive child abuse prevention
education before providing consent for their Minor Athlete to travel alone with an
Applicable Adult who is subject to these policies.
In any shared or carpool arrangement, parents and legal guardians are encouraged to
pick up their Minor Athlete first and drop off their Minor Athlete last.
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TEAM TRAVEL
Team Travel consists of travel to a training, practice, competition or other team activity
that is planned and supervised by USA Basketball. Team Travel often consists of an
overnight stay coordinated by USA Basketball; however, a coordinated overnight stay is
not necessary in order for this policy to be applicable.
Application
This policy shall apply to the following individuals who shall be known collectively as an
“Applicable Adult” or “Applicable Adults”:
1. An adult authorized by USA Basketball to have regular contact with or authority
over a Minor Athlete, which shall include without limitation:
a. National Team Coaches
b. National Team Support Staff
c. National Team Volunteers
d. Those acting as chaperones for Minor Athletes
e. Medical Staff
f. Event Staff
g. Contractors and/or Vendors who have regular contact with Minor Athletes
2. USA Basketball Staff and Board Members
Team Competition and Travel
When only one Applicable Adult and one Minor Athlete travel to a competition, the Minor
Athlete must have his or her parent or legal guardian’s written permission in advance,
and for each competition, to travel alone with the Applicable Adult.
Parents or legal guardians are strongly encouraged to receive child abuse prevention
education before providing consent for the Minor Athlete to travel alone with a
Participating Adult.
Coach and Staff Responsibilities
During team travel, coaches and staff members (USA Basketball Staff and National
Team Support Staff) will help Minor Athletes and Applicable Adults, including fellow
coaches, and staff members adhere to policy guidelines, including without limitation, the
Travel Policy, Locker Rooms and Changing Areas Policy and policies governing
reporting misconduct.
When not practicing, training, competing, or preparing for competition, coaches and
staff should be mindful and aware of the activities of Minor Athletes and Applicable
Adults, particularly fellow coaches and volunteer staff, during team travel.
Coaches and Staff should:
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1. Prepare Minor Athletes for team travel and make Minor Athletes aware of all
expectations;
2. Familiarize themselves with all travel itineraries and schedules before the
initiation of team travel;
3. Conform to, and monitor for others’ adherence to, all relevant policies during
team travel;
4. Make certain that Minor Athletes are not alone in a hotel room or like sleeping
quarters with any adult apart from a family member; this includes coaches, staff
and chaperones;
5. Immediately report any concerns about physical or sexual abuse, misconduct, or
policy violations to the appropriate authorities and/or USA Basketball; and
6. Where circumstances allow, notify a Minor Athlete’s parent(s) or legal
guardian(s) before taking any disciplinary action against a Minor Athlete if the
athlete is traveling without his or her parent(s) or legal guardian(s).
Safety Requirements
Applicable Adults who are authorized by USA Basketball to transport Minor Athletes
must not engage in team travel without a valid drivers’ license, proper insurance,
compliance with all state laws, and use of well-maintained vehicles. Applicable Adults
who travel with USA Basketball teams must successfully pass a criminal background
check and comply with all other applicable USA Basketball rules, policies, and
procedures.
Applicable Adults with one or more alcohol-related charges or convictions within the
previous five years shall not be authorized to transport Minor Athletes.
Hotel Rooms
Applicable Adults are prohibited from sharing a hotel room or other sleeping
arrangement with a Minor Athlete, unless the Applicable Adult is the Minor Athlete’s
parent, legal guardian, sibling, or is otherwise related to the Minor Athlete.
However, a Minor Athlete’s parent or legal guardian may consent to such an
arrangement in advance and in writing (email sufficient). A Minor Athlete’s parent or
legal guardian may also consent, in advance and in writing, to the Minor Athlete sharing
a hotel room or other sleeping arrangement with an adult USAB Athlete.
Meetings
Meeting shall be conducted in accordance with USA Basketball’s policy regarding oneone interactions. However, for the avoidance of doubt, any meeting arranged during
Team Competition or Travel must be observable and interruptible.
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Meetings generally should not be conducted in hotel rooms or sleeping quarters (e.g.
dorm room at Olympic Training Center or like facility) of Applicable Adults or Minor
Athletes.

Monitoring
When performing room checks, attending team meetings and/or other USA Basketball
organized activities, during team travel, two-deep leadership (two Applicable Adults
should be present) and observable and interruptible environments, where practicable,
will be maintained.
During room checks, designated Applicable Adults should not enter the room of the
Minor Athlete or Minor Athlete(s), unless reasonably necessary.
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